
 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

AUTO THEFT SUSPECTS ARRESTED 

DATE: February 20, 2018 

LOCATION: 100-blk of Dixon Road near Arizona Avenue 

CASE #: 18-051-053 

SUSPECT 1: Michelle Lynn Rodriguez, 23-year-old San Jose resident 

SUSPECT 2: Rudy Michael Cordero, 29-year-old San Jose resident 

SUSPECT VEHICLE: Gold 1997 Honda Accord Sedan 

On February 20, 2018, at approximately 09:56 A.M., a Milpitas Police officer was patrolling a 

residential neighborhood when he noticed a gold 1997 Honda Accord driving southbound in the 1800 

block of Vegas Avenue. A computer check of the vehicle’s license plate revealed the Honda had been 

reported stolen to the San Jose Police Department on February 19, 2018. The officer attempted to stop the 

car but it fled at a high rate of speed.  The driver, later identified as Michelle Rodriguez, a 23-year old San 

Jose resident, drove through a stop sign, at Arizona Avenue at Dixon Road, and lost control of the car.  

The car struck a street sign and tree, disabling it and both Rodriguez and the passenger, later identified as 

Rudy Cordero, also a San Jose resident, fled the scene on foot. 

The officer engaged in a foot pursuit and apprehended Rodriguez. Other officers responding to 

the area located and arrested Cordero in a nearby parking lot. Initially, Rodriguez provided a false name 

to the officers but she was ultimately identified and found to be on probation in Santa Clara County for 

narcotic offenses and theft. Rodriguez also had two (2) outstanding warrants for her arrest for narcotic 

offenses and two counts of auto theft. Rodriquez was booked into the Santa Clara County main jail for 

possession of a stolen vehicle, possession of stolen property, auto theft with priors, providing a false name 

to officers, resisting arrest, and her outstanding warrants. Cordero was booked into the Santa Clara 

County main jail for possession of stolen property and resisting arrest. 

 

Press Release By: Lieutenant Jared Hernandez #229 

Date/Time:  February 20, 2018; 2:20 P.M. 
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